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Flat rate tuition maypay Decking the Halls

off for students next Fall
W AMY BARANSKI

News Editor

I

SeattleUniversityundergraduates
can expect a change in their tuition
billnext Fall;instead of paying per
credit hour students taking 12 to 20
credits will pay a lump sum under
the new flat rate tuition system.
Currently students are charged
$378 per credit hour. The move to
flatrate tuitionis an attempt toease
the financial burden that annually
increasing tuition has on continuing students.
Students willbe able to takeup to
20 credits withoutpayingextraunder the new system.
This may allow students to explore differentdisciplines or it may
facilitate a swifter graduation,easing the economic impact a full four
years can have on students.
However the ASSU council has
questionsregardingthe policiesand
procedures of the new tuition sysMost of the questions revolve

around the possibility that the flat
rate will require students to meet a

minimum GPA of 3.3 before they
can take more than 15 credits per
quarter.

"We just have this feeling that a
lot ofstudents can't takeadvantage
of it," Virgil Damoan, ASSU President said.
Dave"Crunchy"Crepeau, ASSU
Non-Traditional Representative
worriesthatstudentswhocan't meet
the required minimum GPA will
not be able to benefitfrom the flat
rate tuition.
"Our rules of governing this access should be similar to the rules
thatgovern access toFinancial Aid,"
Crepeau said.
According toCrepeauthiswould
require a lowerminimum GPAthan
the proposed 3.3.
AngelaRivieccio,Vice President
of Student Affairs, agrees with
Crepe;<uthat theGPA of 3.3.is too

high.
"Ithinkit shouldbe at 3.0 so that
the moststudents can benefit [from

the flat rate]," Rivieccio said.
The policies for the new system
have yet to be set.
Inthe meantime,the ASSUcouncil is trying to influence the Academic Assembly, a governing body

comprised of faculty and administrative members that will set the
guidelinesfor the flat ratetuition,to
reconsider the minimum GPA re-

quirement.
The process of implementing a
new system and having a grandfather clause that would protect currently enrolledand continuing students are other concerns that the
ASSU council has voiced.

Crepeau and Rivieccio are also
concerned about students currently
enrolled at SU who plan on taking
fewer credits next year.
"Pretty much anybody going to
SU this year shouldbe able to opt
out of the

system,"Crepeau said.

Rivieccio wouldalso liketo see a
grandfather clause implemented for

see Tuition on page

A universitystaff member tops off the tree inPigott with an angel.
Theannual treelighting ceremonyin theQuad washeldonTuesday
evening.

Working out the boredom in the weight room
Nicholas Romero
Staff Reporter

United States catering to the 18 to she hardly notices them at all.
24 age group. Our programming Hamakawa comes to the weight
includes music videos,CNN news room every day, and admits the
LauraJenkinsmarchesonthestair and sports, artist interviews, tour
are a little distracting,
tlikes thefact theyarethere.
stepper in the Seattle University schedules and other music
Jessica Lemon agrees that
ConnollyCenter Weight Room.Her relatedevents."
"I was the first person [at
eyes are fixed upward, toward the
ley aredistracting. Thejunwall.The rapgroup OutKast is be- SU] to get my hands on it,"
or marketing major likes
ing featured on the monitors her explains Carragher. "We've
laving music, play while
works out. Prior to the televieyes are focused on. She steps a always had a problem trying to
installation, an 80s music stalittle faster as her eyes move back put the right radio station in the
room,
analyzing
images
the
on weight
so this seemed like a tionwasbroadcast overspeakersin
and forth
the screen.
good idea."
the weight room. Shefeels there are
"Ilike the TVs," Jenkins, a third
Carragher said this offered a va- pros and cons to having the moniyear international business major, riety of music and news that could tors,andwishes there was a waythe
said. "Ikindof missthemusic butit appeal to many people, so she and monitors could be on some of the
is good to look at something."
Tuattoo looked into the program. time and theradio on at othertimes.
The CollegeTelevisionNetwork When Carragher heard that the
Freshman Lindsay Pharmer, an
(CTN) installed television moni- monitors and service weregoing to electricalengineering student, likes
tors in the weight room Nov. 11
be free, she became a little skepti- the televisions,although she wishes
the musiccould be different.
Ryan Tuattoo,Intramuraland Sports cal.
Facilities Coordinator and AssociShe had Tuattoo contact other
'The TVs are okay," Pharmer
BROOKEKEMPNER/ LEAD STORYEDITOR ate Director of University Sports
already
who
had
the
said.
"Ipersonally wouldratherhave
proschools
New television monitors have been installed in the Connolly Center Anne E. Carragher approved
students
music
but the music, they played
gram,
began
asking
the
and
Weight Room to entertain students, staff and Connolly members while eight monitors. The CTN
how they felt about the idea. sucked. Theycould turn up the volworking out.
sent a package to Carragher
They found out the program ume,it is kindof hard to hear, and I
explaining theirprogram for
was free because CTN made like fast stuff. I wouldn't get ridof
Sports
money from the advertise- it though."
Index
10-13 installation.
ments on their broadcasts.
Hamakawaalso noticed the vidAccording to CTN, "The
News
2-3 ASSU.
14
idea, eos get a little repetitive.
They
Television
is
a
decided
it
was
a
College
good
Network
Opinion
4-5 Classifieds
15
satellite delivered
net- and approached the company.
A playlist of the videos can be
A&E.
6-7 Personals
15 work reaching over television
1,550 locations
Freshman Leigh Hamakawa
Features
8-9 Cartoons
16 at colleges and universities in the doesn't mind the advertisements.
see TV's on page 3
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Student protestors join thousands more
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor

the line explained that the group shared a Latin America.
sense of solidarity in their decision making.
The U.S. government doesn't believe the
"What the SU group decided to do was SOA is accountable for those deaths, and
Despite 30 degree weather and continual return as a group back across the line.Some continues to keep the school open.
rain, several Seattle University students and of us felt like we should get arrested in
Thearmyestimatedthatabout 3,600people
cause,
and to add our trespassed on the grounds of Ft. Benning.
faculty members trespassed on Ft. Benning commitment to our
property in Georgia to protest the School of name to the long list of people who say, "Not According to a group called "The School of
Americas on Nov. 18 and 19.
in our name,and against the SOA." Suman the Americas Watch," about 2,100 of the
members,
12
faculty
undergraduates
Two
said."After coming back across the line, we people whocrossed theline wereissuedfive
and one law student joined about 10,000 werecomfortedby Father BillBischel, SJ, a yearban and barletters.
Molly McCarthy, a senior sociology maother protestorsto try to shut down the SOA. priest who served jail time in protest of the
jor, was one of the 3,600 who marched onto
When the demonstratorscrossed the line, SOA, and spoke here at SU."
they were given two options by a military
TheSOAis a U.S. governmentrun institu- the governmentproperty.
officer.
tion that provides military training for Latin
"It was amazing to take that stepacross the
line, surrounded by students from SU,"
Theycouldchoose arrest andreceive a five American soldiers.
Protestersoppose theschoolbecauseofthe McCarthy said.
year ban and bar letter saying that if they
McCarthy said that the police handled the
come onto federal property within five years, link between graduates of the SOA and the
they will be prosecutedand put on trial.
deathsofsixJesuitpriests and twolay women crowdsrather calmly.
—
The other option was to turn around and in El Salvador in 1989.
"This protest happens every year they
cross the line withoutrisk of arrest.
GraduatesoftheSOA have also beenlinked seem pretty used to it," McCarthy said."The
Beth Suman, an SU student who crossed by human rightsactivists toother murders in worstIsaw wasone protestordraggedacross
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Saturday
Surplus

Choir Concert

This isWhatDemocracyLooks Like, adocumentaryconcerningthe

WTO protestslast year
inSeattlewillbeshown
today at 4 p.m. in the
Pigott Auditorium.

Direct Action Networkactivists willlead

a post film discussion.
Basketball
Son's Blue Angels
ExhibitionMen's Basketballgame,8:30p.m.

12/2

\

Monday

Sunday

>V

12/3

S

Choir Concert

—

Don't even THINK about an allnighter without Red Bull' and
Red Bull is the energy drink
designed to keep your brain
going into overtime. It's proven
to boost stamina, improve
concentration and alertness.
And Kozmo is the best
your Red Bull: from the Internet
to your door, desk or dorm in
under an hour, www.bzmo.com

way to get

Red Bull and Kozmo:
Brainstorm Power!

more sure than everabout committing my

life to service and justice," Wilcynski said.

v
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Prayer time

Morning prayerevery
Tuesday and Thursday
Food!
in the Chapel of St.
Ignatius at 8:30 a.m.,
Stir FriedGreens atthe sponsoredby the School
BallardFirehouse. 8:30 of Theology andMinisp.m. Admission is $5. try.
By the way, it's music.
28 days
ujith

Goodluck!

Jobs

Justice

Twenty days left to
find thatperfect gift for
Jobs with Justice
that special someone.
meets atLabor Temple,
lines, and proAvoidthe
2800 Ist Aye.5:30 p.m. crastinateon your finals
For information call at
the same time: make
(206)441-4969.

Done luith
finals?
Looking for something todoovertheholidays? Try volunteering check out alist of
places to volunteer on
page 9.

—

Hanukkahl
Hanukkah begins at
sundown on Dec. 9.
Only three days left
remember, it's eight
days of presents.
You'vegot shopping to
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Kozmo.com.

of it."
The group from SUleft on Friday Nov.18.
They stayed in a hotel in Columbus with
students fromother Jesuit universitiesacross
the nation.
Before crossing onto government property, the group connected withotherstudents
at the Ignatian Family Teach-in. TheTeachin allowed studentsfrom otherJesuit schools
to learn aboutthe effectsof theSOA and what
they can do to help shutit down.
Karen Wilcynski, another student who attended the protest believes that she has an
obligation to fight the SOAbecause she can
speak for those who are suffering.
"I am on fire from this weekend and am

Tuesday
12/5

Finals

"A Festivalof ChristSUSurplusStore,13th
"AFestival of Christmas" presented by the andE.Columbia,9a.m. mas" presented by the
Seattle University to 12:30 p.m.
Seattle University
Choirs, will be at St. JoChoirs, willbe atSt. JosephChurch,732— 18th
Basketball
sephChurch,732— 18th
Aye.E, at 8 p.m. Tickets
Women's Basketball Aye.E, at2p.m. Tickets
are $6 for students, and
v. Western Washington are $6 for students and
$13 general admission.
University, 7 p.m. at $13 general admission.
Connolly Center.
WTO
Basketball
Rally at Courthouse
Park, 11a.m. Thirdand
Men's basketball vs.
Jefferson. Followed by
College at 1:30
Carroll
Municipal
march to the
anyonewho wasmistreated
Building for a mass fil- duringlast year'sWTOpro- p.m. (MST)in Helena, MT.
ing of claims by > tests.

Okay, you've got your books,
you've got your buddies- what
else do you need?

\

the pavement. He had gone limp to make
movinghim more difficult. They couldhave
pickedhim up. Butthat was about the extent
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SECURITY RETORT
AUSTIN BURTON
Staff Reporter

ID? We don't need no
stinkin' ID!

Midnight snack
Sunday

11-19-00

At about 11:10 p.m., a Xavier
Hall residentcalled Campus Public

Safety to reporta man seen breaking out a window at the Kokeb
restaurant on 12th Aye.
CPS observed the suspect leav-

ing the building, and he stopped
uponrealizing that he'dbeen spotted. CPS called the Seattle Police
Department, whoarrested the man.

Thursday

11-23-00
After noticing two individuals
wanderingthrough the hallways of
Xavier Hall, a Resident Adviser
reported the incident to CPS.
CPS locatedthe people in question,neither of whomcould identify the resident they were visiting.
Only one of the suspicious individuals produced identification,
which ledCPS to issue a trespassing warning and to escort the suspects off the property.

A TERRIBLE, HORRIBLE, NO-

SPD then took him into custody.

GOOD, VERY BAD DAY

The 1050 bandit

A HOLE LOTOF TROUBLE
Friday 11-24-00

Sunday

11-26-00
A patrolling CPS staff member Sunday 11-26-00
CPS received a report of a vespieda man kickingout the window
having been broken into at
hicle
parked
vehicle
on
the
southeast
ofa
corner of Broadway and E.Madi- around3 p.m.on the 1050 blockof
E.Jefferson.
son.
Aninvestigationrevealedthatthe
was
kept
SPD
called while CPS
frontdriver'sside window wasbrothe man under observation.
When theman figured out thathe ken.
Theowner,aformer campuscomwas being watched, he sat downon
member, claimed that stemunity
the corner of 10th and E. Marion,
equipment
reo
was stolen.
commenting that he was having a
bad day (though it wasonly 1a.m.).

At about 10 a.m., an off-duty
CPS staff member reported hisdiscovery of four holes that were

punchedthrough the wallof a stairwellinside theMurphy Apartments.
The holes ranged from 6" x 6" to
12" x 12" in size.
CPS requests that anyone with
information regarding the holes
contact them at (206) 296-5990.

Information inSecurity Reportis

providedby CPS.

Tuition:flat rate may pay offfor students next Fall Quarter

from page one

tions about the move to a flat

rate tuition

returning students who may end up paying
more for taking fewer than the full load of15
credits per quarter.
Crepeau particularly worries that the nontraditional students will carry the burden of
flatratetuition since theygenerally take 12 to
14 credits.
ASSU representatives held a forum last
week in the Bellarmine Lobby asking students abouttheirconcerns andrecommenda-

tuitionfor students taking 15 credits.

15 credits."

Theproposal for flat ratetuition was finally

system.

The concerns of the council were considered by the administration last year when
Provost JohnEshelman proposed a flat rate,
but the Board ofTrustees turned it down.
In an open meeting with students last year
Father StephenSundborg,SJ,said "myguess
is that it willbe inplace not nextyear,butthe
year after. It'skind of a moral issue.It will
benefit better students,but is paid for on the
backs of students who can't take more than

approvedby theBoard ofTrustees lastOcto-

ber.
The steadyincreaseof5.6 percent in tuition
over the past two years prompted many students to recommend to the administration

thatthe university convert to flat rate tuition.
The idea was that students can take more
credits without paying more.
This year's 5.6 percent increasetranslated

into a bill that is $900 more than last year's

Tuition will continue to increase because
higher salariesare neededfor faculty tocompensateforinflation andincreasedlocalhousing costs. The university's priority is to attract and retain good faculty.
WhenFatherSundborg explained the reason for the 5.6 percentincrease in tuition last
yearhe said "I think if you keepyour financial aid at a pace with your tuition, which we
tried to do, it shows that we're a university
committed to retaining students."

TV's: working out the boredom of the weight room routine

from page one
found

on

the

CTN-

website

(www.collegetelevision.comi.
They in fact do run a loop of the most
requestedsongs and new releases.
The ad-based network encourages viewers to e-mail their favorite videos to their
company.
The company airs the top 10 videos selected by viewers who vote on-line.
Tuattoo explained that the network is
mostly music videos.
"About 80 percent are music videos, 10
percent headline news and sports aimed
towards college students and 10 percent
advertising,"Tuatoo said.

Second year law student JoshOffutt likes
watching the monitors while he is in the
weight room.
Thoughhe doesn'tappreciateall themusic
videos,he likes the fact that CTN airs sports
highlights each half-hour.
The weight room fills up between 3 p.m.
and 7 p.m. on weekdays with all types of
Connolly Center users.
These hours host a variety of people including students, faculty and community
members withdifferent tastes.
According to Tuattoo, some users are opposed to theidea of television monitors in the
weight room.
In order to determine the reaction to the
monitors, Tuattoo has placed surveys in the

hall outside the weight room.
Unfortunately,he feels hehas not received
a responsethatreflects the users of the weight
room.Mostofthe responseshave comefrom
oldermembers whodon'tnecessarilycare for
the selection that the CTN provides.
"Connolly Center members don't like it,"
Tuattoosaid."When talking tostudents,they
likeitbut theyhaven't filled out a response."
Carragher thinks the system is a greataddition to the Connolly Center.
"If yougo toany othercluborgym,they all
haveTV sets," Carragherexpressedenthusiastically. "It's really boring to work out on
cardio machines. Thisis a greatoption tokill
boredom.Callme youngat heart,but Iloveit
despite being a middle-aged old lady."

"It's really boring to
work out on cardio
machines. This is a
great option to
" kill
boredom.
Anne E.Carragher,

Director of
University Sports

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great
value and comfort that you deserve with the
location that you require. Located just three
blocks from Seattle University campus and
minutes from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with fully
equipped kitchens. Other amenities include
outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.
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Editorial
Volunteer spirit should
continue year-round
During theholiday seasonpeople are encouraged to
feel more generous, giving and kind than at other
times of the year. This includes hosting holiday
parties, giving gifts to one another and volunteering
to help those less fortunate than oneself.
On Thanksgiving Day, the news was filled with
pictures of volunteers helping out at homeless shelters and soup kitchens. No doubt many of these
people will also put together gift baskets to be given
to the homeless around Christmas as well. Why is it
then that many of these same considerateindividuals
do nothing for the less fortunate on the other 363 days
of the year?
The media is partially to blame. Shelters and soup
kitchens get major air time during the holidays but
are largely ignored the rest of the year. The public
would benefit from more frequent media reminders
throughout the year. The media is the means of capturing theshort Americanattentionspan, andshould
be utilized in the fight for volunteer labor.
The other culprit is guilt. Like Catholics who attend
church only on the major holy days of Christmas and
Easter, the American consumer attends to his or her
fellowman only on themajor holidays of conspicuous
consumption. It's a somewhat sad statement that it
takes a 20-pound turkey on the table or hundreds of
dollars worth of gifts to spur some people to volun-

Al Gore should give up
fighting for our benefit
Clinton is holding up the transition money until the controversy

Jim

Rennie
Opinion Editor

teer.

Fortunately, there are many on-campus groups that

It's time for Al Gore to give up
the fight. Imeanit. I
know Ivoted
for Gore,andIknow I
don't want to
see George W. Bush as president,

continue with this volunteer spirit year-round:
Calcutta Club, Habitat for Humanity and Campus
Ministry, to name a few. This is due to SU's commit- but this is getting ridiculous.
ment- to social justice and service, a commitment not
I'm not just annoyed because a
computer-generated
"Decision
always found in mainstream society.
2000" logo and cheesy patriotic
If people can getpast thisrelationship betweenguilt
music pops up before the evening
and giving,perhaps thehomeless and less fortunate news.
could count on a warm meal and a comfortable bed
I'm not even annoyed when my
viewingof Who Wants to Be aMilmore than two days out of the year.

courtchallengesare actually agood

thing for America and for democracy.
Say what? In an age when there
are more lawsuits than there are
starsinthesky,it seems irrational to

propose that just one more might
actually be helpful.
Nor should we be fooled into
thinking it's important simply because the Supreme Court will hear
thecasethisFriday.Thismost likely
means that the Supreme Court just

lionaireis interruptedby"breaking
news" that one of Gore's lawyers wants to end all this insanity as
The SpectatorEditorialBoard consits of Katie Ching, Amy sneezedor that George Bushhasn't quickly as possible,justlike therest
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the been seenin public for sixdays, 24 of us.
Meanwhile,allof this is preventhours and 56 seconds (and countopinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
ing
ournextpresident,GeorgeBush
ing).
Spectator ,Seattle University or its student body.
are
(depressing,
These
all minor frustrations
but 90 percent probcompared to the propaganda the able),fromgetting on with thebusiGore side has been spewing. As ness of getting ready to run the
Gore would have us believe, his country.
S CATTLE

—

blows over, which is probably a
politically smart move. ButI'dlike
our next president to have as much
transition time and money as he
needs.
No matter whobecomes ournext
president (Bush), he won't have a
mandate from the people, he won't
have a unified House orSenate, and
'
he won thavehadtheusual amount
of time to transition his team into
office.
The longerGore attempts to explain awayhis stalling of the inevitable,theless preparedBush willbe
for the Presidency. While some
Democratsmay find this amusing, I
think it's a disservice to the presidency.

But it is doubtful Gore will call
off the attack dog now. So there's
nothing left todobut standbackand
see what happens.
Jim Rennieisa seniormajoring
in history. Hise-mailaddressis:
renniej@ seattleu.edu.
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Thanksgiving: when turkeys attack
dollars? So afterher escapade, my
freezer had fivefrozen birds, totalingninety pounds.
I spent the week dreading
Thanksgiving'sapproach.Iwastryto exist ina state of denial,but
Spectator Columnist ing
that darn Christmas tree killed my
blissful state.Inelementaryschool,
Thanksgiving meant pilgrims and
Last Tuesday,Iwasalmostkilled that encompasses the urge to wrap Native Americans. This year it
by aChristmas treebeingerectedin up food atbuffets and sneak it into meant survival.Not frombitter and
the centerof Pigott. Well, maybe I an oversized purse (I have never drunk relatives, but from the beast
am overexaggerating, but Iswear
my heart skipped a beat as they
moved themonstroustree inthrough
the disassembled doors. It meant
the holiday season was beginning,
and that is enough to send my system into a shock that slightly resembles what Ithink death would came carnimeant
feel like. Iwas not even prepared
for the 90pounds of Turkey that sat
in the freezers at home, letalone a indeedmoreexhuge pine monolith of needles 10

Jamila

Tohnson

nor a Scrooge. Iam, however, one
of the many who has falleninto the

habit of going overboard whenever
Christmas time rolls around. This
am terrified since Visa, DisyearI
cover,and MasterCard have found
their way into my wallet.Iwish the
Grinch would steal Christmas so I
wouldn't be compelled to search
on-line stores while gnawing on a
turkey leg.
Holidaystressis acommonprob-

In elementary school Thanksgiving meant
pilgrims and Native Americans, this year
it
survival. Not from bitter and
drunk relatives, but from the beast we call

turkey.

feet fromme.

You might be wondering why I
had 90 pounds of Turkey in my
freezer. Truthfully, Iwondered the out smart the stores and stock up on
same thing on the Sunday before cheap meat.
the tree incident.Due to vegetarianWith a limit of one turkey per
ism I
had not had a piece of turkey customer, she traveled to five
in almost five years, and looking Safeway's, fought off other turkey
intoafreezer tofindfivebirds larger scavengers, and low and behold
then my head was a little stressful. smashedher fingers inbetween the
There is a logical explanation, frozen turkeys.But whocanbeatan
however it falls into the same logic 18-pound turkey for less than five

out your loving family noticing.
Maybe Ishould just place large
doilies in the fridge where the turkeys were and noone will notice.
I
have thought about all the starving kids who don'thave 90 pounds,
whoops my mistake, now 68
pounds,of turkey to torment them.
However,I
can't thinkof a feasible
way to transport so much turkey.
Postageisexpensive.MaybeI
could
give the turkey to Governor Bush,
andhe might fallasleep for the next
four years. No,Ithink even the sonof-a Bush might be smart enough
not to consume so much Turkey.
So where does this leave me? I
now fear havingto have turkey and
champagne on New Year's Eve. I
might be watchingSuperBowlcommercials while sipping on turkey
noodle soup.Iwonder if turkey and
conversation hearts taste alright together. Ifoneday you seelittle bags
of turkey sandwiches falling from
the bell tower, understand thatdesperate timescall for desperate measures. It was the pressure of the
holidays, and the Pigott Christmas
tree that made me realize the terror
of my turkey situation.

lem,but Ineverrememberit being
we call turkey.
Picture it, turkey sandwiches,tur- likethis.It was always "Iwillnever
key stew, turkey a la king. What is be ready in time," or "Idon't have
even worse,Idon't evenremember the money."Idon'tremember anyeither of us liking turkey. We will one writing Ann Landers about a
still have turkey when Christmas fearof overdosingon turkey before
rolls around.
they finished an on-line purchase. Jamila Johnson is a freshman
Don'tmistake me for a character Martha Stuart probably has never majoring in communication. Her
in Ron Howard's adaptation of a addressed the issue of making tur- e-mail
address
is
key
mysteriously
disappear
tchippie23@hotmail.com.
classic.I
am
neither
a
Grinch
Seuss
with-

In search of the elusive American Dream
SONIA
Ruiz
Spectator Columnist
Idon't really want to graduate I'dlike to work in an office where
in the spring. I've been at Seattle theKozmo deliveryguy shows uf
University for three years and a more often than the FedEx guy
quarter, and Iwill have enough However, I
also would like to be
credits to get a diploma in June,

able to support myself and

but why would Iwant to leave the
"college life?"
Being a full-time student, for
me, means thatI
don' thave to find
a full-time job yet. Being a business major means that not only
will Ihave to find a job, but that
my job will require me to work for
"the Man," helping him perpetuate his systemof capitalistic greed
andmisappropriation of wealthin
a country torn by socioeconomic

unfortunate habit of having to eai
at least a couple times a day.
I'm sure there are many
people who have this problem as well, and are wondering what options are left for
the pseudo-urban-hipsterturn-career-girllike me.There
are only so many options fo
peoplecut from the sameclotl1

injustice.

AndI'll probably have to wear
a skirt to the office as well. (How
are womenreallyexpected tomake
million dollar profits off of the
suffering of others in panty hose

as me. Here are a few that
came up with.

While living in Seattle i
seems that Ishould have no
problem findinga position a

m)

versity for so long has conflicted tential employeris,onlyhowmonmy idea of what it means to be etarily enhanced their bank ac"successful." The Albers School counts will be.
Ithink thiscontradiction moves
of Business and Economics has
given me the resources to mo- far past just the educational strucnopolizea market by underbuying ture of SU. The media and social
mom and pop shops, stripping environment within which we all

mother nature through this consumerism. Now it is also our job
to continue to fight the good fight

them of their uniquequalities and live sends mixed signals to colthen selling them off to create a lege graduates entering the job
chain of Old Navys where it's market.
always time to shop for assimilaOne message is that we need to
tion.
be more successful than our parBut Iam also surrounded by ents. Our parents have made a
student activists andschool orga- living off of selling us on televinizations that tell me big corpora- sion and consumerism being mations are destroying the environ- jor forms of entertainment and

While Idon't find eitherofthese
paths attractive, Ihave these visions in mind when Iprepare to
embark into the real world. Iacknowledge that establishing myself in a secure career and living
the AmericanDreamis alife goal.
I'm just not sure what exactly the

by giving up our worldly possessions to hugtheredwoodsinnorthern California and eat soy products.

AmericanDream is anymore.
The new American
Dream does not con-

There must be some happy medium
between working to make the world a
better place to live and working to make
the world a better place to park my Lexus...
I'm just not sure what exactly the
AmericanDream is anymore.

a "peaceful protestcoordinator," or "anarchist/comix/
'zinc publisher," though these poand high heels?)
sitionsdon't sound as lucrative as
That is not how Iwant to live "Nike sweatshop payroll manout my years before Iretire to ager" or "Philip-Morris public
Florida where I'll eat dinner at relations officer — diseased lung
four o'clock and try to vote sev- division."
eral times in oneelection.
There must be some happy meNo,I'dratherhave a really cool dium between working to make
job when Igrow up. An anti-es- the worlda better place tolive and
tablishment job where Iworkwith working to make the worldabetpeople who have more piercings ter place to park my Lexus.
Having attended Seattle Unithan references on their resumes.

ment and poisoning our lives with

recreation. They have us believing that our economic security is
materialism.
What am Ito think?
rooted in dropping hundreds of
It is not thatSU is contradictory dollars in department stores the
in its structure of class material. day after Thanksgiving. We seea
Most of my classes try to involve need to continue this "progress"
issues ofethics and social respon- inbeingable to afford to purchase
sibility into lectures.But when it useless item after item off the
comes time tostep off campusand Internet.
track down a job,many students
Our parents have also led the
will not be as considerate about way in informing us of the horhow socially responsible their po- rific damage thathasbeendone to
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sist of a white picket
fence ora nuclear family sitting around the
dinner table every
night. Today,our society would be content
to see a household of
therapy-graduated,
dual-income earning
set ofparentscaring for
anon-violent,safe-sex
practicing, disposable
income spending ado-

lescent.

And these folks wouldn't have
to sitdownto dinnereveryevening
to share their day with each other

either. I'm surea family cellularphoneplan would probably work
just as well.

Sonia Ruizisa senior majoring
in finance. Her e-mail address
is: srplus2@seattleu.edu.
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Shyamalan's new movie is Unbreakable
the other passenger, showing for rational answers in his extraordinary situation while stillclinging
to the normal life he thought he
Unbreakableis director M.
once had. It was a no-brainer for
Shymalan to cast him as the lead.
Night Shyamalan's follow-up
film to the phenomenally sucJackson slips into arole in which
removing a weddingring from
The
Sense.
In
this
inventive
finger.
cessfulmovie Sixth
his
heis all too familiar: aman angry at
direction,
Once again teaming up with
a
method of
viewer the world and whose harsh brevity
actorBruce Willis,Shyamalan
impression
receives the
that is equallymatched byrefined intelproves withhis latestfilmthat
Davidis not atall content inhis lect. Jackson here is probably the
marriage.
hecan stilloffera uniquestory
most serious he has everbeen in a
tempered by his innovative
Shyamalan does not present film.
movie-making style.
a conflict or the complete asUnbreakable has its faults, but
In Unbreakable, Willis
pects of a character all in one they are few and inconsequential.
sitting;hegivesingenioushints There are a few unbelievable coinplays David Dunn, an introverted football stadium secuof
them by employing uncon- cidences in the movie that obviCOPYRIGHTTOUCHSTONE PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PHOTO BY FRANK MASI,SMPSP.
rity guard who emerges unventional
camera angles and ously only exist to drive the story
DavidDunn( Willis)andElijah Price(Jackson) discussDunn'smiraculous survival
forward, and there is unnecessary
scathed from a horrific train ofa deadly train wreck.
subtle imagery.
wreck that claims over 100
In a later scene at the hospi- text shown in the film's introducWhile an intriguing supernatural tal, a doctor questions Davidabout tion and epilogue. But none of
lives. David does not have any many times he hasbeen ill. David
idea,
broken bones or noticeable cannot recall a single time.
itis not placed at the forefront the train wreck. Towardthe endof these weaknesses keepthe plot as a
—
Shyamalan's
bruises not a scratch.
The premise of Unbreakable is of
movie.His camera the scene,in theblurred foreground, whole from being an engrossing,
With no explanation for his mi- Elijah's life-long theory inspired is more focused on the characters a bloodstain from a dying crash masterful workof art.
raculous survival, David attempts by his fascination with the comic and their relationships within the victim slowly grows on the bed
The twist ending for Unbreaktoreturn to his life, buthe is soon novella: thathe and David are two plot who they are and how they sheet. This concludes the moment ablecomes outof left fieldjustlike
contactedby a laconic fellownamed parts of a spectrum of extraordi- interact with other faces onscreen. in an eerie tone. Shyamalan wants that of its predecessor, The Sixth
Elijah Price (Samuel L. Jackson). narypeople one'sbodyis fragile,
Shyamalan takesthe vieweralong toshow that thereis moregoing on Sense.However,itis not a surprise
Elijah is theownerof ahigh-class the other's extremely resilient.Fu- on a unique ride in his movie. He in his film other than just David's that can motivate one to watch the
comic book art gallery, and suffers eledby his desiretoknow the truth, exhibits a scene on the trainbefore mysterious power.
film a second time, and see if it
from adisorder that leaveshisbones ElijahprobesdeepintoDavid's life, the crash with David and a female
Willis again makes a convincing really fits, like the latter.Rather, it
easily vulnerableto fracture.
trying todiscoverandconvincehim passenger.The camera moves back portrayal ofthe straight man, much serves more the role of a cherry on
Elijah hasbeen sick hundreds of of the fact thathe mayindeedbe an and forth between the opening of likehisportrayalof aslightly flawed a sundae, a pleasinglittleextratoan
times inhis life.He asksDavidhow "unbreakable"man.
the twoseats in front ofDavid and heroin TheSixthSense.Hesearches already stylish work ofcinema.

Scan Reid

only one character at a time.
While the girl goes tositnextto
David,the camera pans back to
him to show his hand secretly

Staff Reporter

—

—

A ChristmasCarolat ACT:low budget, high standards
NICOLEGYULAY

difficult considering the shape acterin a truly Dickensian fashion,
ofthe stage. The ending effect a fashion which eludes many conof this stage layout is that the temporary actors. Theother actors
audiencefeels like they are part in this productionalsodeservealot
of the action. The special ef- of credit, as virtually all of them
You've even seen the wierd one and flyingaroundwithScrooge
fects mostly involve steam and playmore than one part. Thereare
withBillMurray and that new one is easy when you have the
lights as aghost (Marleyand the about 50 parts played by only 18
ghost of Christmas Present) actors.
with Captain Picard. A Christmas money for flashy special efCarol is everywhere,and it is hard fects, but when you don't, you
comes out of the floor on an
Productionsof A ChristmasCarol
tobelieve thatanother versioncould must have moreingenuity.
elevator. Itis a simple method can often turn into silly comedies,
add anything original to the story.
ACT's stageis circular, with
of achieving the scene, but the losing the story's important intenCopyright 2000. Chris Bennion.
sides,
surrounding
But it ispossible, and AContempo- seats
lighting and sound make it very tion of teaching abouthuman love,
it onall
rary Theater(ACT) has achieved it and three aislesthat lead from Scrooge (Procaccino)sees deadpeople.
generosityandthe Christmas spirit.
effective.
current
Procaccino,
production.
backstage.
rarely
in its
DirectorMark Harrison the actors
have theirbacks to
John
as Scrooge,fits ACT's production, howeverbrings
ACTis a smalltheater with a very does a superb job making sure that any part of the audience, whichis intotherolenicely,playingthechar- out the poeticpotentialof thescript.
low budget,and the stagecraft
problems presentedby a productionlike A ChristmasCarol
You'ye seen theMuppet version. are considerable. Portraying
You've seen the Disney version. ghostspoppingoutof nowhere
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Souled out 2000!

This year, the annual FASA ]am is being organized for the first time by Seattle

University's United Filipino Club. Come support the club and have a great time!

See Twisted Elegance, Agnes, Will Reyes, Geologic, Massive Monkeys
and more this Friday, Dec. 1 The show begins at 7p.m. at the King
Cat Theatre. Call (206) 805-9500 ext. 5858 for more info.

.

BEST WISHES FORA SUCCESSFUL FINALS WEEK
AND A RELAXINGCHRISTMAS BREAK!
From the staffof the
Seattle University Book Store

A WORU) PREMIEREBYELIZABETHHEFFRQN/DIRECTED BY SHARONOTT

NEW PATAGONIASE

Record numbers are expected in the Book Store when
the University re-opens on January 2, 2001. Students
are encouraged to buy their books before leaving for
Winter break to avoid beginning of quarter crowds.
Book Store Hours
12/17/00-12/22/00
12/23/00-1/1/01
11/30/00-12/16/00
B:3oam-7pm
B:3oam-4:3opm Closed for
Mon-Fri
Mon-Thurs
Friday
B:3Oam-spm SaturdayClosed
University Break
Saturday

.9am-lpm

Sunday

Closed
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Sunday Closed
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Writers of the Future is not just for sci-fi fans
J.L. FARIS

Reviewer

Ek

RonHubbardPresentstheBest
uj Writers of the Future is an anthology of storiesthat have won the
Hubbard Writers of the Fucontest. Every year, the win-

Eon

whom to escape.
The Children ofCreche is a particularlyamusing story thatusesthe
right amount ofdry, sardonic wit to
explore the aesthetic value of art
and the moral obligations of the
artist.Thestory is written in thefirst
person from the perspective of an

compile their

of this
art critic. He's not the type of art
storiesin an anthology.Thisbookis critic whodronesonabout thehigher
not the yearly anthology; it is a meaning of aesthetics.
compilation of stories taken from
Thiscriticpackshisprose sothick
the yearly anthologies. One might withsarcastic comments and witty
say these authors are thebest ofthe observations that the reader may
best writers of the future.
oftenfindhimself laughingoutloud.
Thisisnot a book forthoseofyou
looking for a good read that integrates Scientology and Dianetics
into short fiction. It has absolutely
nothing todo withL.RonHubbard's
religious beliefs.
However, if you are looking for
entertaining storiesthattackle some
s hairierissues, youmight
nt togive this book a look.Sci-fi
fans need not be the only ones who
apply.
Indeed, it seems that the editors
have provided a diverse range of
contest

vanity of this editionis disgusting.
At the beginning ofeach story is
a small rap sheet praising the current and past achievementsof the

story's particular author, who has
invariablygone ontodogreatthings
after winning L. Ron Hubbard's
Writers of the FutureContest.
The ostentatious format of this
book is the only blemish onan otherwise terrific anthology offiction.
Iwouldrecommend it to any English teacher looking for new, superbly written material that represents the current trends in fiction.

What a difference
■j^^^^thetrain makes!

tociety'

ton

The prose is so entertaining thatthe is intrinsic to the science fiction
final twist catches thereader com- genre toframe current issuesinnew
pletely unaware.
and provoking ways. Some of the
The writing throughout this an- issues that are evident: cloning in
thologymeasuresup tocontest-win- Mudpuppies,environmental justice
ning standards. Sure, some were in The Ebbing, and the justification
more original thanothers were,like of murder in LongKnives, toname
Jacob 'sLadder,butallhad the per- a few.
fect mix of ingenuityand skill that
One problem irritated me before
to
writI
even
prolific
leads successful and
cracked the cover of Writers
ers,as allthese writershavecome to oftheFuture. Except for the actual
stories, the whole book smacks of
be.
From the enpersuccessfully
self-aggrandizement.
These writers
form whatallsci-fi writersaspire to dorsement quotes to the blurb on
achieve. They use the freedom that the back cover, the ill-disguised

for not only sci-fi junkies,

alsofor readers who are simply
interested in reading good writing.
Sure, there are several stories that
clearly take placebeyondour modern time.In those stories, there are
many far-fetched scenes. For example,an artcritic screams through
thelava flats ofCreche in a cherry-

red Lava Cruiser Deluxe from
Wildebeest Motor Works. Ifthis is
notreally your style,there are many
more stories that are set in thehere
and now.
Someofthe stories,likeTheEbbing andA Step intoDarkness,hardly
resemble the stereotypical sci-fi
genre. Instead, these stories represent a new trend in science fiction.
Rather than the TomSwift type of

Mr

techno-gadgetry, science fiction
writershave begun to mix technology and the supernatural into everyday life. Quite a few of the stories in Writers of the Future are
moremagical realism than science
fiction.
Yet, there are still lavaflats to be
raced on and space terrorists from

** ?%L.M .;y;"
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Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak® this holiday season.
Student Advantage® Members save 15%' on rail fares to over 500 destinations
all year long, including the holidays. To join Student Advantage, call
1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit studentadvantage.com.

Lx

For Amtrak* information and reservations, call 1-800-USA-RAIL or visit

www.amtrak.com.
"
"Not valid on peak weekdayMetroliW or AceU Exprnj Trains and C»n»dijn portion!of trams operated jointly by Amuak

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I

-

III
g^

Cr
■\JOFF

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't

think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

jm jp^ o/

I
■

jnd VIARail Canada, or

on connecting services via non-Amtrak carriers.

If you are not a Student Advantage Member, enjoy
a one time sav'n9s of 10% when you present this

I

coupon and your valid student I.D.

Tickets must be purchased between November 1, 2000 and December 18, 2000, for travel from
November 1, 2000 through January 31, 2001.

—

Original coupon must be surrendered at the time of purchase.
Offer valid for select trains only Not valid on unr««ved NEC service,

P
L

Met roliner: Acela Express:Acela- Regional, Auto Train: Canadian portion of joint
Amtrak/VIA' service. 7000 &8000series Thruway Services,multi-ride fare plans andany
other discounts or promotions. Offer non-refundable after payment is made. Valid for
Business Class and Sleeping Car upon payment of full application accommodation
charge. Other restrictions may apply. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation.

P

TRAVEL AGENTS: access your GOS for complete details: G/PRO/STH/P1PB. Sabre:
Y/PRO/STH/Pl-PS. Attach coupon to auditors coupon; if electronicallyreporting, attach
to agent coupon. All Travel Agents and Amtrak Ticketing Agents please return the
coupon to: Amtrak Customer Segmentation,10G Street Nf,Washington. DC20002.

I

arc # 8 554 270 0000 080 o

Name'
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E-mail.

Mention Code: HOBO
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the return of the
One year ago, protests against the World Trade
Organization turned downtown Seattle into a
teargassed riot zone. What was supposed to be a
peaceful mass protest became a violent clash
between enraged anarchists and forceful police.
On the eve of the WTO saga's one-year anniversary,
—
Seattle braces for another set of protests and the
police are prepared. Is this city ready for what could
be another dramatic outlash?

WTO

Amy Baranski

News Ed/for

Tear gas rained down from the
sky as protestorssat chanting in the
middle of Seattle's streets just one
year ago.

hours andpreventedWTO delegates

BothSouders andSmithsay they
werearrested that night when they
Center.
weretrying toflee police who were
Smith was in lockdown from ap- heading toward Capitol Hill via
proximately 6:30 a.m. until 3:30 Pine St.
p.m. inthe middleof the street withSouders and Smith went home
out access to a restroom or food.
after their lockdown, and rested
She, like other demonstrators, for a bit. That evening they were
wore Depends undergarmentsas a hungryforhamburgers andheaded
to Dick's onBroadway when they
substitute for the restroom.
from setting foot in the Convention

Approximately50,000 protestors
floodeddowntown with their cries
againstglobalism and demands for
workers' rights.
"It was a situation where you
'
are
year
protestors
expected
This
didn t have any control,"Smith said.
to reunite in the streets and cel- "Youwouldhave toask someone to
ebrate last year's demonstrations. protect your face if there was a
Several Seattle University stu- threatof tear gas."
dents will join the estimated 5,000
Mick Souders, a junior wasin the
demonstrators tomorrow.At 12:30 same lockdownas Smith. Souders
p.m.infrontofSeattleCentralCom- remarked that thepolice interaction
munity College,students will con- with their demonstrationwas calm
verge and rally.A street party will compared to the other protests
follow with free food andmusic.
around the city.
plan
to attend
Two SU students, Ken Johnson
Students who
today's events want to celebrate and MollyMcCarthy, acted as mepeacefully SophomoreGretaSmith diators between the Bananarchists
plans to march downtown to and the police. They successfully
Westlake Center at 4 p.m. tomor- preventedserious injury tomany of
row. However, she won't stay if the protestors by constantly comtension heightensbetweenprotest- municating with the police.
ors and the police.
"About every hour they anSmithdemonstratedlastyearwith nounced that they [the police] were
otherSU students. They organized goingtotear gas us. It was basically
under a group called Bananarchy. a process of intimidation," Souders

.

Theirdemonstration transpired on said.
PineSt.andBoren Aye. They,along
with other groups, locked down,
linkingarms in a circle, for several

It wasn'tuntil later that day that
Souders and Smith wouldencounter a more aggressivepolice force.

Last year's protests brought a tidal waveofactivity to Seattle 's usuallytame downtown shoppingareas.

foundthemselvescaughtin astand-

offbetween policeand demonstrators.

"A solid line of police coming
from downtown was slowly advancing with tear gas," Souders

remembered.
"It looked kind of like apolice
state, and people were shouting
'get off our hill,'" Smith said.
They witnessedpeopleblockad-

ing the street with dumpsters from
localbusinesses inorderto impede
thepolice officers who werearmed
with tear gas.
'Thepurpose [oftheoverthrown
dumpsters] was to prevent police
from coming up the hill, where
policesaid it wasperfectly okay to

be in," Souders said.

Jim Rennie / Opinion editor

SoudersandSmithretreatedinto

the KFC on Pine and 10th Aye.
Once in the restaurant, they sud-

WTO anniversaryprotestsstruck the SUneighborhoodearly
on Wednesday, whenthe Starbucks acrossfromSullivanHall
was vandalized. WTO-related graffiti was sprayed on its
glass windows,andthe coffeeshopcloseditsdoors early.Due
to the WTO activity, a sign on the door announced its
shortened Thursday hours.Noother WTO-relatedvandalism
was reported.

denlysaw an increasednumberof
policepass by,beatingtheir batons
on theirriotshields.
Smith, who no longer felt safe,
suggestedthey return to campus.
BothSouders and Smith, joined
bySoniaRuiz,currentlya seniorat
SU, walkedtoward Broadwayand
tried heading back to the SU cam-

pus.

accused of failing

They made it to the parking lot
of Taco DelMarand Blockbuster,
onBroadwaybetweenPikeSt.and

weresoon arrested.The charges were

to disperse, and

later dismissed.
"I might go on themarch [today],
Pine St.,when police startedspray- butifIsee anypolice involvement,I
ing rubber bullets on nearby pro- want toget outof there," Smith said.
testors for failing to disperse.
Souders doesn'tplanon attending
Smith, SoudersandRuizducked the WTO celebration due to other
behind a car in theparking lotuntil commitments, but his involvement
has not ended.
the fire ceased.
Then they tried to head home
"Iwillbe filing a claim againstthe
through an alley at the rear of the city tomorrow," Souderssaid.There
are three parts to Souders' claim:
parking lot.
'The little alley ended up being false arrest, false imprisonment and
a deadend," Soudersremembered. deprivation of civilliberties.Many
A policeofficerthen approached people who were arrested last year
the SU students, and told them to are filing claims against the city this
leave.
week.
Soudersexplainedthat theytried,
Not all SU students exhibit the
but there was a wall preventing enthusiasm thatSmith and Souders
,
them from departing.
haveabout the one-yearanniversary
"We cannot deny the laws of ofthe WTO protests.
Matt Monohan, a junior,remains
physics no matter how much they
skepticalofthe studentparticipation
want us to," Smith said.
Smith, Souders and Ruiz were in the protests.
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'There wasalotof over-glorified
newsmediaand a lot ofhype onthis
campus in particular," Monohan
said. "1 think that the people that
went down to protestitdidn'treally
know what they were protesting
against."

Senior creative writing major
Alex Contreras agrees with
Monohan.
"My view is that protestors get

militantabout what they're protesting in a short period of time,"

Contreras explained. "About two
weeks [after the protests] all we
heard on the news was about the
destruction caused. Where werethe
protestors then?"
Students likeSmithand Souders

hope to evade any conflict similar
to the protests a year ago while
keeping alivethe festive spirit they
saw manifested in the streets.
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when many organizations are looking for greater numbers of
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volunteersand help. Ifyou re lookingfor someplace to volunteer
or give during the holidays, here are afew suggestions. There are
jM
JF
many other ways to share your time and efforts if these aren't jM
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Swedish Holiday
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Decorating

\\

SwedishMedical Center,
Providence Campus, is looking for
volunteers to help decorate two
hospitalpatientunits for
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Christmas. Decorations are
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Help make dreams come true by

volunteeringat the Make-A-Wish gift wrap |*|
station at City Centreindowntown Seattle.
Teamsof two to three, friends or cof
workers, areneeded to help serve
/
wrap gifts and collect donations. M
are Nov. 24 through Dec. 23. For M
moreinformatione-mail
/

\L.Char@makeawishwa...ry. /

provided for.by the hospital. Dates
are Dec. 1 through Dec. 6. For
\ more information contact Eileen jjfc
\McCloskey at
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iviake-A-Wish Gift Wrap^B
Station at City Centre
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Science Wonderland

\
ThePacific Science Center needs
volunteers for their annual holiday event,
Science Wonderland. Volunteers help
kids at activity stationsand exhibits.
HL This year's theme isabout ice. Dates are fl
a Dec 26 through Dec 31 Callfor M
applications now:(206)443-2868.
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appealing.

acme science center v
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Seattle Goodwill
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Holiday Help

jF tSf Seattle Goodwillis looking for individuals WH
ml and groups to helpprocess donations over n
theholidays. Flexible days and times
available. Proceeds from Goodwillretail
H stores support the Goodwill education and fl
ML ernpi°y ment trainingprograms. Dates are Mm
I
Dec.1 through Jan. 15. For more
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Toys For Tots
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(206)860-5731.
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Provide a child with the toys
parents can't afford. The U.S. Marine V
l\ seives are collecting toys anddonations \.

Food Drivein several SeatUe

\
iocations. Volunteers will help
M midd|e school age girls collect and

\

Giving Tree

"^5L^Giving
Seattle University is hosting a
the Salvation
/ Army.TreeThethroughwillbein
the
/

M
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at (206)217-1280.
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tree
M
University Services Building
y^
I through Dec. 15. Stopby,pickup
gift requests, and go shopping for
someone inneed. Gifts must be
II
turned in by Dec. 15. For more
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Atmy
\ information call the Salvation
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Atlantic Street Center's Annual
Holiday Assistance Program seeks
volunteers for Dec.13, 2000. Join
other volunteers to provide a free
toy store to families in need.Shifts
are 2.5 to 3 hoursbetween 8:30
a m and 8 p.m.Contact Ginger at
(206)329-2050 or
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deliver food to food banks.
Contact Alicia Prychun at
(206)284-2446 ext 13 j&k
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Atlantic Street
Center's Annual
Holiday Assistance

V

TheChildrens Project needs
volunteers to assist their annual

«#A
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Project^

The Children's
Annual Food Drive

J

for theirannual Toys For Tots drive.
Donation sitesinclude KIRO Television,
selectedGroupHealth Credit Unions,
*MWK*^~\
1 Chevron dealers,Coldwell Bankers, Jitter's
Coffee, Wells Fargo Banks and T.D.
Waterhouse. For exact locations or more
/
j^r
'^^^'^^^^^^t information visit http://www.toys4tots.org/ j@
or call (206)762-2229. Dona- jj
B,
tions can also be made on-line.
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Men's basketball faces Congrats to the
challengingnew season Fall
Quarter
Intramural
Champs!
AUSTIN BURTON
Staff Reporter

Despite losing the opening three
games of his first seasonas Seattle

Universitymen'sbasketballcoach,

DaveCoxremained optimistic about
whatis in store for his team.

"We played two of thebest Division II teams on the West Coast,"

helm of the men's team, Coxis no
stranger to the SU community.
He coachedthe Lady Redhawks
basketball team for 20 years, compiling a record of 308-243.
This year he is taking over for
former men's head coach Al
Hairston, wholeft in September, to
take an assistant coaching position
with the University of Washington
men's team.

Cox said. "They were just further
"It's been pretty smooth," Cox
along and played better than we saidaboutthe transitionfromcoachdid."
ing the women to the men. "I've
The two teams that Cox is refer- known [the men] for a while,and
ring to are the Alaska-Anchorage they listen well."
Still,he adds, "I check in on the

Seawolves and the Cal State-San

Bernardino Coyotes, who beat SU women's team all the time."
Before the Evergreen game, it
by a combined totalof 85 points (41
and 44, respectively)in theVitamilk looked like Cox might wantto con-

the Redhawks connectedon a season-high 51 percent of their shots
versus Northwest.
Senior Jeff Nelson leads the
Redhawks on the court.
The 65" shooting guard is the
team's top scorer, averaging 20.8
points-per-game to go along with
4.6 rebounds and2.8 steals.
Two other keyplayersalongside
Nelson are sophomores Nick
Leonard and Eddie McLaughlin.
Leonard, a 63 small forward/
shootingguard whograduated from
Seattle'sGarfieldHigh, istheteam's
second-leadingscorerat 15.2pointsper-game.
He had a career game against
Evergreen, pouring in 25 points,
blocking nine shots,and recording

Flag Football Co-Rec:

BAMF's

"

Classic tournament held last week sider returning to the Lady five steals.
Though McLaughlin has only
at Seattle Pacific University.
Redhawks' bench.
Then last Tuesday theRedhawks
In their first three games, the SU averaged around four points and
men averagedonly 67.3 points per four rebounds pergame,his leaderfell to Puget Sound 91-80.
But just when things lookedas if game, whichranked13th out ofthe ship is his most valuable asset.
they couldn't get any worse, the Pacific West Conference's 16
"Eddie is our hardest worker,"
Redhawks rebounded to cruise by teams.
Cox saidaboutthe 67 sophomore
EvergreenState 85-69intheir home
TheRedhawks were in last place forward.
in scoring defense, giving up an
If the last two games are any
opener on Saturday.
indication, the Redhawks could be
That win was followed by a 75- average of 99.3 points.
56 romp over Kirkland's NorthThis was in addition to placing well on their way to improving on
west College three days later.
last in scoring margin (32 points), last season's record, or even mak"The level of intensity made a lastin fieldgoalpercentagedefense ing a run at the playoffs.
difference, as well as the consis- (.568), and second to last in assistHowever, Cox isn't wasting his
tency of play,"Cox saidof the dif- to-turnover ratio(2.2: 5).
time agonizingover numbers.
"Myexpectationsare for us to be
ference betweenthefirst threelosses
Since then, thingshavebeenlookand the two wins."We played at ing up.
better every night," he said. "For
higher levels for longer periods of
SUhas forced 41 turnovers inthe [the team] to play hardas they can.
time."
two wins, and recorded29 steals.
The wins andlosses will sort themThough this is his first year at the
Shooting has also improved, as selves out."

"

Flag Football Men's Rec:

808 boardriders
Flag Football Men's Open:

Well Hung Over
Volleyball Co-Rec Rec:

Bailer Blockers
Volleyball Co-Rec Open:

MC Coed
Volleyball Men's: Chieftains
Indoor Soccer Tourney Co-Rec:

Lancers
Indoor Soccer Tourney Men's:

Hung Over
3x3 Basketball Tourney Men's:

Dawgs

for
School
Cool
Tools
needs, Apple
powerful desktop and
Whatever
offers
portable computer solutions at special holiday prices.
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Power Mac G4 Cube

Powerßook

iMac

So much technology. Solittlespace.

For taking to class, it'sin aclass byitself.

With unprecedentedstyle, the Power Mac G4
Cube givesyou G4 performanceso you can play
graphics-intensivegames or crunchnumbers
withoutoverwhelmingyour desktop. Includes
Apple's new keyboard and mouse, speakers, anda
17-inch 116-inch viewable) AppleStudioDisplay
or l>im h AppleFlat Panel Display.
Allnew pricing!
450-MHzPower Mac G4 Cube with
17-inch Apple StudioDisplay
51798
450-MHzPower Mac G4 Cube with
15-inch Apple Flat PanelDisplay 52248

A portable science laband movie studio, the

Speed,style, and color— simplybrilliant.
Need the perfect Internet computer? Look no
further than iMac. It's ideal forInternet research,
playinggames,and creating your own Desktop
Movies to email to your friendsback home.Now
youcan choose from fourcolorful rmxlels to
meet yourneeds.
EducationPrices

Powerßook offers exceptionalpower and long
battery life to accompanyyou everywhere.Builtin FireVi'irelets youconnect to externaldevices
like digital cameras, CD recorders,scanners, and
hard drives. And now every Powerßook comes
with iMovie video editingsoftware, soyou can
direaand actin your ownDesktop Movies,
Allnew pricing,save up to $500!
400-MHzPowerßook
500-MHz Powerßook

51999

52499

„
Apple Pro Keyboard. Apple Pro Mouse, and
Kardon speakers.

$799
400-MHz iMac DV
5949
$1249
450-MHz iMac DV+
500-MHz iMac DV SpecialEdition 51449
ssrj.MHziMac'

■ Non-DV model

,„.,

.

\

ißook
it'siMac to go.

Make effortlessInternet connections,take notes
|nclass, andevenproduce andstar in your own
Desktop Movies, all with the newißcx)k. Add
AirPort and you're clearedfor takeoff with
wirelessInternetaccess.* The iß<x)k Special
Edition also includes DVD,so you can watchyour
favorite DVD movies anywhere.
EducationPrices
$1449
366-MHz ißook
466-MHz ißook Special Edition
51749
includes 64M8 of ram. iMovie video editing
software, 10GB Hard Drive, built-in Ethernet, USB.
Firewire and Composite video out.

Visit the Apple Store for Education ;it www.apple.com/education/store, call 800-800-APPL (2775), or visit a campus sales center by December 31, 2000.
i
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SU swim teams finish strong against CWU
Men and women avengelastseason'slosses;look to CalBaptist
Alexis Juday-Marshall
Sports Editor

the results of the event.

venge.

"Our [men] set their sites on the
win, stepped-up, and took control
The words "red rum" had been of the meet from the first relay."
posted on the wall,and the omnious
Junior Elliott Kolbe was the only
tone created by that phrase fore- double event winnerfor SU, finishshadowedaserious andcompetetive ing with a time of 1:56.30 in the
set of races.

200-yard individual medley and

The SU swim teams consider winning the 200-yard breaststroke
CWU their in-state NCAA Divi- in 2:09.81.
sion II rivals "in the most positive
Freshman Zach Mueller and sesense of the word," as head coach nior Mike Selter posted impressive
Craig Mallery likes to tell it.
finishes,propelling not only themselves,but the rest of their team as
Men's Team
In 18 individual events, the SU well, towarda first place finish to
men combined for 13 first place meet victory.
finishes,swimmingpastCWU 122Women's Team
81. The men improved to 3-2 in
The SU women swam a strong
dual meets this season.
and aggressive set of races, overAlthough SU won nine of 11 powering the CWU women 129events, they know they cannot un- 76.

"Their win [against] Central this year was decisive,
dominatingboth sprint, distance freestyle and backstroke events," Mallery explained.
Sophomore
Megan
Ackerman came through
once again in the longer
freestyleevents, winningthe
1650-yard freestyle with a
time of 18:16.75, finishing
the race 15 secondsaheadof
her closest competitor.

Ackerman also finished

first inthe 500-yardfreestyle
in 5:21.15.

Teammates Kristine
Johansing and Kelly
Swanson took second and
ERINROBINSON/ PHOTO EDITOR
derestimate Central Washington's
The women's team, with a split third places with respective A Lady Redhawk surges ahead during her butterfly event.
power.
record against Central Washington timesof5:21.35 and 5:22.78,
Mallery was enthusiastic about last year, was also looking for re- as theRedhawk womenswept
Both teamsperformedup topar.
The day after they face Cal Bapthe event.
"The wins for both [men's and
tist, SU will travel to theClaremont

The winsfor both [men's and women's] teams were
meaningful in terms ofhow far we've come as a program
and where we'reheaded
Criag Mallery,Men's and women'sHead Coach

Freshman Gretchen Denzer also
won two events, finishing the 50yardfreestyle in25.83 and the 100yard freestyle in 56.01.
"Ackerman and Denzer were
doublewinnersandcombinedforces
with their teammates toprevailwith

unmatched depth and determination," Mallery added.

women's] teams weremeaningful
in terms ofhow far we'vecomeas
a program and where we're
headed," Malleryemphasized.
But the teams cannot rest yet.
"We have two big meets next
week competingagainstlastyear's
number two team nationally,Cal
Baptist," Mallery said.

Invitational where the women hope
to defend their title, and the men
willlook to improve on last year's
second place finish.
After that, the teams can look
forward to a winter break full of
practice and training, where they
hope to ready themselves for the
rest of their grueling season.

ERIN ROBINSON / PHOTO EDITOR

The swimmersready themselvesfor afast start.
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SU men's soccer holds hope for next season
times that Lady Luck shone on the
team this season,as they wereoften
undone on the road,and more ominously, inovertime.
Inallof thefivematches inwhich
they had to play an extra period or
in.
Granted,evenFewingdeservesa two, the Redhawks were the ones
little pat on the back for how he whoconceded the goldengoal, not
coped with a relatively inexperi- scoringany.
Any ardent follower of soccer,
enced squad that tried its hardest,
but often failed to produce their knowsthat a team with championU-Wen Lee
best.
Apre-season exhibition
Sports Columnist
gameinAugust againstthe
Since the men's soccer season University of Washington
concluded a fortnight ago, much provedagoodtestof where
to
hasbeen saidabout theRedhawks' his team stood in the reseason of ups and downs.
gion.
In hindsight, probably not even
Ninety minutes later,and on the ship ambitionshas to win theirhome
the staunchest of supporters would wrong end of a 5-0 drubbing, the games.
have expected what the team Redhawks were taught a harsh lesThe Redhawks lost three games
achieved this season; being co- son in soccer.
at home, all by one-goalmargins,
champions ofthePacific West ConThesigns looked good at the start and failed to score in any of them.
ference and advancing to the semi- of September when the Redhawks
There were, however, glimpses
finals of the NAIA Region ITour- wonthe SeattleUniversityCup with of past glory as the team dished out
nament earlier this month.
a impressive 4-1 victory over the 5-0 and 6-0 spankings to Brigham
The odds were often stacked University ofVictoria onhomesoil Young and Northwest Nazarene
against headcoach Pete Fewing on at Championship Field.
respectively.
more occasions than he wouldlike
It proved to be one of the few
Even thoughthosevictories were
against teams farbelow themin the
rankings, they did wonders for the
■
A.A. Lemieux Library
confidence of the younger players.
Throughout the season the
Are electronic books in your future?
Redhawks showed an inability to
You bet! But how will you use them?
follow up these emphatic wins in
games.
subsequent
In Winter Quarter 2001, LemieuxLibrary will host a
The
team
lost their next two after
seriesof informationsessions and demonstrationsof
electronicbooks andreaders provided by Lemieux
the Brigham game,and their next
Library.
three after the Northwestmatch.
" The Rockete-Bank
It was these frustrating perfor" The Softßook
mances
thatconfounded Fewingas
" ITKnowledgecomputer e-books on the web
he strove to developsome sense of
" netLibrary e-books on the web
consistency in the team's performances.
Call x6222 now to reservea spot and watchfor our
announcements next quarter.
Onthosescoreless occasions,how
one must have wishedfor the presto remember.

There were as many as four starters out at one time, three of those
sidelinedfor virtually theentireseason, and 13 new freshmen to blend

__

tember.
The pace of sophomore Joe
Watson was also sorely missed.
Watson suffered a season-ending
aggravated back disc.
Both players will be back early
next year to start training and, fingers crossed,willbefitforthe whole
of next season.
Freshmen Danny Ferris and Joseph Supang, the two players who

The other representativesof the
all-star teamwereco-captainsKevin
HouckandJon Yamauchi,Chursky
and Ferris.
With such a wealthof talent,it is
now up toCoach Fewing, who will
begin his 14th year incharge next
summer, to find a soundgame plan
which will bring home the right
results.
He has to decide which goalkeeper he wants to use, and stick
with it.

Watching from the stands, Ifeel
Jeremiah Doyle has always been a
dependablerockbetween the posts,
andhisheight andpositioningmust
be used to its fullest.
took their place in the attacking
Second-choice Brandon Sewell
positions, didmore than was asked has had his share of playing time,
of themand theircommitment was but must step down to let the more
rewarded witha bag of goals over imposingDoyle take over.
Defensively, most of the team's
themonths.
Both freshmen combined for 14 goals have been conceded on the
goals, a grand total by anyone's road,andplayingawayhasbeen the
standards.
bane of the Redhawks in recent
Incidentally, Ferris was one of seasons.
just two players to start in all 21
The playing schedule is something whichneeds toberectified,as
games this season.
A huge consolation for the it is not uncommon to see the
Redhawks was the announcement Redhawks playing as many as four
that defender Justin Miller was games in just eightdays.
Fatigue caught up with them at
named Pacific West Conference
times, and that wasa hindering facFreshman of the Year.
Five Redhawks in total were tor in bringing the best out of the
namedto the All-Conferencemen's players.
soccer team.
Onthepositive side,Fewingmust
Miller, who missed the first six beblessed to have so many players
games of the season due to ineligi- capable of putting theball into the
bility, finished the year playing in net.
15 games and starting in 12.
With the impending return of

The Redhawks shouldbe well primed
bang in the goals next year

We can help.

Mega Job Fair of Seattle
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this quartet will have opposing defenders shaking intheir boots come
next season.
Thecoach willhave theunenviable task of rotating his strikers on
a regular basis, and making sure
each gets a fair taste of action.
With a full season now under
Chursky suffered a broken leg, PacWest).
which immediately sidelined him
More impressively, SU posted a their belts, theRedhawks shouldbe
1.64 goalper gameaverageagainst well primed to bang in the goals
for the rest of the campaign.
He broke the fibula and tibia in opponents without Miller in the next year, and bring back the nahis right leg in an overtime loss at lineup, and 1.10 with Miller at tional title to its rightful home at
Championship Field.
the University of Portland in Sep- sweeper.
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Gcmputers
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He scored one goal and had one

assist this season, but was recognizedmorefor hisdefensive play as
SU's dependablesweeper.
Miller,who was also selected to
deadlysophomore
ence ofthe
trans- the All-Conference second team,
Chursky,
plundered
fer lan
who
in wasa key component of a Redhawk
12
for
the
team
goals
an incredible
defense thatallowedjust26 goalsin
seven
just
in
the first
matches.
21 games (ranked fourth in the
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Searching for Jordan: Part II Seattle

Austin Burton
Sports Columnist
In the last issue, we looked at
players who never met the lofty
expectations that greeted them as
they cameinto the NBA.
From the time that they first
showed superior talent on the
court whether it be on the playground, in high school, or in col—
lege guys like Felipe Lopez and
HaroldMiner were given superstar

—

treatment.
But no matter how good a player
seems to be early on, it is impossible to tell if they're the real deal
until they've played at least two

years as a pro.
Despite the exploits of an amateur career and/or rookie season,
they have yet to overcomethe infamous sophomore jinx.
Ifyou'reunfamiliar withthis old
sports mythology, just think hard
and try to remember formerSacramento point guardTyusEdney, or

ex-Philadelphia big man Sharone
Wright.
Or if you'renot up on yourbasketball history, tryretiredNFLfullback Ickey Woods.
All threeoftheseathletesshowed
star potential as rookies, only to
drop out of sight faster than Right

place a league on their shoulders.
Steve Francis is a second-year
player whom the league is already
looking to as a superstar.
The Houston point guard's aerial
style makes him a regular on
Sportscenter, and he is already a
majorplayerin the league's adcampaigns.
Yetsimilar tomany oftheNBA's
young talent, "Stevie Franchise"
plies his trade for a subparRockets
team, which means he'llbe on TV
a lot less thanif he played for Portland or San Antonio.
Now that's not necessarily his
fault, seeing that high draft picks

Playing alongside Odom in Los
Angeles are rookies Quentin
Richardson and Darius Miles, two
more players whocouldbe deemed
superstarsin the future.
They are joined in this year's
rookie class by Vancouver's
Stromile Swift, New Jersey's
Kenyon Martin and Detroit's
Mateen Cleaves.
Despite the fact that they'veonly
been in the league a few weeks
(which to theircredit, is longer than
Magic Johnson's talk show lasted)
these five have shownpromise that
they could one day take Jordan's

usually go to the worst teams.

torch.

But partof Francis'

ascentto the
Michael Jordan-typelevel will rest
upon how farhe can carryhis team.

InJordan'sold stomping grounds,
Bulls fans hope that Elton Brand
can leadthe charge and bring their
team back to prominence.
Though not as flashy as Francis,
last season's co-Rookie of the Year
(alongsideFrancis) is consistently
goodfor 20 points and 10rebounds
per night.
WithBrandaround,Chicagofans
might someday be cured of their
champs-into-chumps depression
(like Dallas Cowboys fans), or at
leastshow up togames wearingjust
paper bags over their heads rather
than plastic.
Some other second-yearstars who
look like they may overcome the
sophomore jinx and make a run at

Remember the days when rookies spent most of their time on the
bench, with their only excercise

coming in the form of carrying the

veteran's luggage?
Not anymore.
Today, top draft picks come to
their new teams already established
as"TheMan." But withthese young
millionaires, it's still too early to

Sometimes players whoaretouted
as future Hall-of-Famers whilestill
in college or high school for that
matter actually live up to thehype.

—

—

The Spurs' Tim Duncan is one
example, as is Lakers' center
Shaquille O'Neal.
In today'scollege ranks, look for
Duke's Shane Battier to come into
the league with plenty of fanfare,
along withNotreDame juniorTroy
Murphy and North Carolina's Joseph Forte.
In high school, Eddy Curry of
Illinois'Thornwood High(whomay
gopro after'this year) and Camden,
New Jersey sDaJuan Wagner (who
has committedto attend Memphis)
are the creamof the crop.
Ultimately though, players like
Curryand Wagner arejust too young
to provide a clear representation as
superstar status include Cleveland to how they'll pan out in the big
playmaker Andre Miller, Phoenix leagues.
high-flyer Shawn Marion, and

Lamar Odom, the Clippers' do-everything phenom.
The six-foot-nineOdomcan play
Said Fred.
every positionon the floor, and just
For a league that is scoping out might have whatit takes to lead the
every nook and cranny for its next Clippers toachampionshipone day.
crossover icon, the NBA has taken
(Did Ijust say "Clippers" and
toplacing the "chosenone"label on
"championship" in the same senits youngerplayersfaster than inthe
past.

tence?Scary.)

As asenior atLaneyHighSchool
in 1981,noonethought thatMichael

Jeffrey Jordan wouldeverhold the
title as the most famous athlete in
the state ofNorthCarolina,letalone
the entire world.
There'sa process in becomingan
icon, and despite what Spike Lee
told us,it's notjustabout the shoes.

P
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arrivedat the gyman hour earlyin

sweat.

4.Paddedbikeshortsare nice,
order to sign up for the popular
class.
but there isno reason to run out
Set up in aroomno bigger than and buy a pairbefore youtry the
a typical living room were 18 sta- class. Beware, it can take a
tionary bikes, all pointed in the couple days to adjust to the inidirection of the instructor. Each tial discomfomfort of the seat.
5. Have Fun!
bike was manually adjusted to fit

Workshops
First Session-Friday, December 8

TheBusinessPlan-GettingStarted-lncludingYour Values

DecemberB
The Business Plan-GettingStarted-lncluding YourValues
January12

From generating theideato capturing how tomakeithappen.
Sample businessplans.

Luncheon Speaker:

_

From GuerillaMaritetingResearch toBuilding a
MarketingPlan

"

Fitness

New Venture Planning

Workshop
r Series

"

the rider's personal needs and
workout goals, and over the
course of the 45-minute class,
theinstructor took us through a
visionary ride over mountains
and up hillsand switchbacks.
You can almost feel the air
against your face and imagine
the scenery.Thetimereally does
fly by, and by the end of the
During the long Thanksgiving class, you've burned up to 500
break, Ihad an itch to do some- calories and takena very scenic
—
thing new something fun, some- ride through Snoqualmie.
Since my first class, Ihave
thing challenging, something that
wouldburnoff the extracalories I attended Spinning almost every
day.Theminutes flyby, andthe
knew Iwould consume.
Withallthe yummy food around, amount of workyou putintoitis
—
you've got to be inhuman not to up to you there is no falling
indulge in a few treats, and who behind the group or missing a
can pass up Grandma's flaky- step.
crusted pumpkin pie? And the
That'sthe beautyof thisclass:
you are incontrol of how much
stuffing? And gravy? Mmm...
Anyway, at theurgingof a friend, effort you put in,with the added
Itriedout a Spinningclass atGold's bonus of themotivation youreGym where I've been a member ceive from theinstructor. To try
for a couple of years. Ihad read a a Spinning class yourself, inlotabout Spinninginfitness maga- quire at your local gym about
zinesand onthe Internetandknew indoorgroupcycling,and sweat
away!
it had a greatreputation.
Spinning Tips:
In the trendy gyms of New York
and Los Angeles, there is even a
1 Your instructor shouldalKaraoke Spinningclass wherepar- ways be available before class
ticipants singalong to their favor- to help you set up your bike
ite tunes with a hand-heldmicro- properly. You should neverfeel
phone as they spin away excess uncomfortableor stupid forasking questions.
calories.
2. Consult your doctor or
With research, Ilearned that
Spinning is a greatcalorie burner, physical therapist about Spina very goodcardiovascular work- ningifyou have any knee, ankle
out, and with the use of creative orhipinjuriesbefore youtry the
thinking, the time spent on the class.
3. Take a full water bottle
skinny bike seat flies by.
later,
day
myself
A
Ifound
sit- with you! And a small hand
ting ona very narrowbicycle seat towelis nice tohave as well;you
waiting for the class to begin. I will definitely work up a good

—

Jams Machala, Paladin Partners
■*_■_■

TheExecutive SummarySays ItAllor Not at All" and key advice forbuilding a
successful business plan. JanisMachala isa keyplayerinthe new venture
community, servingon theSeattleUniversity Entrepreneurship Center
FinancialsforthePlan
Advisory Board and president ofNorthwestVenture Group. Sheisa highly
February 2
regarded speaker, consultant mentor, and colleague to theacademic and
LegalIssues forNewVentures
b(jsjness community

DoSe

February17
DetemiiningthelntemetStrategyforYourßusiness

9a.m.to 1p.m. Includeslunch
Schafer Auditorium
March 3
Consulting/MentorSessions -(Prerequisite:Musthave
attendedat leasttwo priorsessionsofthe series.)

.

Registrationoptions:
* Full series
Individual sessions
Lunch speakeronly11:45 a.m.to 1p.m.

"

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/workshops

"

"""^*/»^

Herb andAlice Jones
EntrepreneurshipCenter
E-mail: ec@seatUeu.edu
Phone:2o6-296-5730

------....

""

-^^^———^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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The workshops are madepossible thanks to the generosity of theHerbert B. JonesFoundation.
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Students

of

K^ea||l^ JJni\/ersi|yy
Qoodluckjvitfifinais andhave agreat Christmas breakj.
Wanna talk to administration?
Well, now's your chance. You can now e-mail studenttalk@seattleu.edu with your
questions or comments. Your e-mail will then be directed to whoever it needs to
be. This is another resource that can work well as a suggestion box for the students.
In addition:
For all of faculty and staff: if you e-mail newstips@seattleu.edu you can notify The
Spectator of news and notices.

ATTENTION FRESHMEN:
: Do you like cookies?
It's time for your creative skills to come
so, take a break
If
out! Create a design for your class t-shirt.
and come to the
If your design is chosen, you will receive j
Freshman sponsored
a $50 gift certificate for food and a free
T-shirt with your design on it! Due date i Cookie Decorating
for entries is Thursday, Nov. 30. Please
event on Nov. 30 from
turn in your entries at the Freshmen Suc5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
cess Office located in Bellarmine Lobby.
Bellarmine Hall.
Lobby. Freshman Class Council will
choose the winner. Good luck!

j

j

j
j
\

All are welcome to come to ASSU meetings!
ASSU Council meets on Tuesdays in Pigott 102 from 9-11 p.m.
The following meet in the ASSU office, second floor of the SUB:
Clubs Committee: Monday, 8:30 a.m.
Angela Rivieccio, Adam Ahlbach, Hector Herrera, Carl Bergquist, Teresa
Abellera, Gayatri Eassey
Elections Committee: Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Virgil Domaoan, Hector Herrera, Abi Jones, Andrew Farnum, Chris Canlas,
Adebola Okuribido
Presidential Committee:Thursday, 6 p.m.Adam Ahlbach, Virgil Domaoan,
Chris Canlas, Dave Crepeau, Adebola Okuribido, Matt Sanderl, Scan O'Neill
Appropriation Committee: Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Steve Sullivan, Matt Sanderl, Andrew Farnum, Dave Crepeau, Scan O'Neill, Abi
Jones
*The names above are the names of the council members that make up that
committee.

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

15

Classifieds

400. Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc

200. Help Wanted

The Spectator is where

ResearchProject Interviewers HUTCHINSON CANCER RE-

#ST-11579
SEARCH CENTER, 1300 Valley
Six part timepositions available. Street, #ST-11579, Seattle, WA
!-20 hrs/wk. Enthusiastic, moti- 98109. FHCR committed to
ted communicators needed to workforce diversity.
induct telephone interviews with
idy participants using structured
LEGALRECEPTIONIST
terview forms and computer
DowntownSeattle 20hrs/wk.Mreens. Accuracy essential to F.Entry level to law firm. Ten line
uintain integrity ofdatacollected. phones, secretarialand data entry.
:gibly record answers and main- ATTN:A.HARLAN FAX: (206)

I

tainconfidentialityoffallstudy info.

728-5863 E-mail

DLE@DLE-

have excellent, clear, rapid LAW.COM
mmunications and comprehenValet attendant— $8.00-$12.00
'e skills on the phone and ability
read/followwritten instructions, perhourplusbonuses!SilverCloud
Valet, theNorthwest's leading vaime eve. and weekend hrs. HS
service, is now hiring for sealet
idorGEDreq. Mm sixmos, exp
th one-on-one telephone inter- sonal (and permanent!) help. We
;wing or counseling preferred. are looking for people with excel0.86-$12.14/hrDOE.Sendcover lent customer service skills, who
letter and resume to: FRED can work anywhere from 15-40

lust

hours a week. If you would like to
hear more, contact Jerry at the SilverCloud Valetoffice at(206)6334944, or by e-mail at
silvercloud@seanet.com EEO/AA/
M/F/D/V.

ART NEEDED!
Pandasia in Magnolianeeds artwork! Name the price,and wewill
giveyou 100 percentof saleas soon
as it is sold. Contemporary art, or
simply any kind of art is welcome.
Pleasecall Stacyat (206)283-9030.
Sale record is high, so make a few
extra bucks for the Christmas sea-

son!

500. For Rent

3 Br—2 Bath From $1,675
2br $1,135
GreatFirst HilllocationnearSU

Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax

Decks with spectacular views!
NP/NS411 1lthAve.(206)7860772 or (206) 322-1947.

The cost for classifieds j
Two br, two ba large top floor
corner unit withMr. Rainier view.
$1575/month. W/D, Dish, large
windows. Close to SU, Swedish,

Capital Hill and bus line. Quiet,
secure bldg. W/fitness center,
courtyard,secureparking available.
Sign4,5,6,9 or12monthlease. We
will pay deposit and 1/2 of first
month's rent. Perfect for 3 people.
1010 E. Alder St. Please callColleen at (206) 329-6232.

Fabulous Brand New
VIEW APARTMENTS

for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.

j

All classifieds and personals must be submittedI
at 5 p.m. for the Thursday

edition. Pre-pay please.

Personals
Ben,
Hey Philly,
Onegin,
Rule #7
The computer willburnyoureyes
Ihope you aren't sweating too
I'm in your philosophy class. I Next time we go golfing, you
This one can't be understated, ifyou stare at it too long. So get up
keep your family and your busi- and getoutduring finals week. Have
much with a paper thin one game try tomakeeye contact,butyouare have to finish the game.
Love, ze Empress
lead.See youon Sunday,gameday, lost in thought. Idream of being
ness completelyseparated.
some fun andlet everythinggo after
to
105t...
in
those
of
eyes
your last final.
day.
our
Hail theRedskins.
beautiful
Adam,
MJ—
yours. Toobad classhas to end so
Pleasedon'tleaveus! We need a
Tom,
soon.
Have your roommate call my
To that hot freshman guy in my
house boy.
Theyneedto startp/othope youare havingafun timein
roommate.
I
English class, you're so hot.
ting to set us up for shaft!
Adam,
London pal. When you come back
Oh Geez, you're leaving. No
We will miss you, pea! Have a
you willhave tocook me something
Sheila,
Fair.
a supergood
skiing!
time
Youare
that tastes like chicken.
Ihope you get enough sleep beThereonce wasabug witha slug
star.
fore your finals. I
know finals can
Dear Cute One:
and in a mug.
Katie,
be tough, but you can make it.
are
a
carry
You
cool
chick.
I'll
Adam,
Thank you so much for being a
Keephope alive.
candle anytime. :)
Look Bob Iam making sense of
You're a slacker for leaving us. your
part
of my life. Friday wasthe best
Love,NNNN
nothing here in a personal.
day of my life, and Iknow they will

just keep on getting better.
—Ben
Haveyou ever wondered why you
always turn down your radiowhen
you are close to a house that you
have neverbeen to before.

WANT TO GET PERSONAL?
Place a Personal Ad in The Spectator

Congratulations Ben and Katie!

Let's go golfing after finals.
Baranski is my favorite person in
the wholeworld.
Jim!

You are not Skeletor!

You can...
Say "hi" to a friend
Wish someone Happy Birthday
Get a date
Tell a joke
Recruit Club Members

BenJane! Thanks for all the art
work!

—

Alexis
You'rethe bestsportseditorever!

Hey Lindsay!

Have a

great

Christmas break,

Timmy!
—From KP
Jim,

...The possibilities are endless

Here's to a wonderfully, fun and
witty opinion editor. Boy do we
have fun together at the Spec.

So go to the Campus Assistance Center (CAC) today and
place your very own Personal Ad.

Thanks for reading The Spectator
every week. Ilove you.
Alexis
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Mom,

—
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